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we believe that imagination and boldness is the only
requirement for success. cisco is at a tipping point in the
transition from a voice to a video age. cisco has the
largest portfolio of the most advanced video analytics
solutions on the market today and it is empowering our
customers with solutions to every video analytics need.
we have the process, infrastructure and experience to
help you navigate and overcome video analytics
challenges and implementation considerations. cisco has
been taking some of the most innovative and disruptive
technologies and bringing them to market. with
innovative video analytics solution, ccw monitor is a
great addition to our portfolio of video analytics portfolio.
ccw monitor will also help increase the value and
efficiency of our customers operations. we have solid
market share in the business media analytics market,
and we're excited to add a new product line extension to
our solutions portfolio. ccvga brings us another solid win
for our customers and our relationship with them. ccvga
benefits customers in a number of ways. it enables them
to offer products and services that exceed the needs of
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their customers. customers can add a cost-effective
solution to their service offerings by leveraging ccvga
product. we're embarking on the largest transformation
of our company in a half century. we are reimagining the
way people work by extending the reach of the cloud to
the edge. we are redefining it at the edge. our focus is
the customer. we are creating the experience of the
cloud in the network to help our customers get more
done on less with rich connected services that are
intuitive and easy to deploy. we offer innovative voice
services such as cisco ucs integrated voice solution. we
deliver next-generation managed services and a unified
global platform for running applications, communications,
collaboration and video. we drive digital transformation
by bringing the power of software-defined networking to
the network edge. we are shaped by our aspirations, our
character, and our values, and we shape those in our
employees, partners, and customers. for decades, cisco
has helped us solve some of the world's biggest
problems. we built the world's largest software company
by helping people everywhere around the world connect
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the world. and we reinvented our customers' networks to
maximize business impact. we are poised to make
history again.
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to obtain a dhcp address, the primary cisco asa needs to
be configured to obtain a dhcp address and assign it to
the interface. for instructions on how to obtain a dhcp

address, refer to the documentation or the firewall
configuration guide. download the image. cisco asa

configuration assistant can be run as a windows service
or as a console application. cisco asa configuration

assistant provides a wizard-based setup that provides
common functions such as the initial configuration,

restart, restart and upgrade, shutdown, failover, syslog,
and full configuration. to install the asa image, we need

to have an empty directory for the install. therefore,
create the directory c:\program files (x86)\asa. later, we
will create the sub-directories in it. note: once the asa

image is installed, you can copy it to another directory if
required. dhingra has been working with cisco’s global

security team for the past year. he is leading the
development of this framework, which provides a
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framework for identifying potential ai risks, developing ai
capabilities, and assessing the risks and benefits of

applying ai technologies. this framework will also address
the ethics, societal, economic, and environmental issues
surrounding ai. this framework will help you determine if
you need to deploy ai technologies in your business, and
what level of ai you need to use. with the iot, the network

and the cloud are going to be the foundation. it's also
going to be a seamless network that is designed to be

the edge. the edge is where it all happens and the edge
will define the user experience. this will be a world of
intelligent edge computing. cisco is exploring how to
bring together the edge, iot, cloud and networks to
create a networked world that is the most valuable

technology it can be. iot and the edge will drive a new
wave of business value. read more about the edge in our

iot-solutions-edge-intelligence. 5ec8ef588b
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